Congratulations to 39 Whitties who received fellowships and scholarships in 2019-2020! As a Humanity in Action fellow, Dorothy Mukasa ’19 will work with the different perspectives of immigrant collective action, transforming our community through improvement, toward a goal of personal reflection and self-member of our community to engage reading, which will call on every ebooks and audiobooks were also President’s Advisory Board. Multiple student, thanks to generous donations summer 2020 common read for all “How to be an Antiracist” as the Murray announced Ibram X. Kendi’s inclusive college, President Kathy As part of our journey to become a weekly to Whitman College sta since the 18th century. Uddin’s essay considers African American artist Noah Purifoy’s sculptural response to the racial protocols of LA from the Enlightenment to the Present (University of Pittsburgh Press, Congratulations to this year’s OCS Image Contest winners — Amara 2020). This edited collection shines a spotlight on constructions of race stories, highlighting the wonderful learning experiences of Whitman. Lisa Uddin, associate professor of art history and visual culture studies, has published work in Race and Modern Architecture: A Critical History Blav Education program at NSF, is part of a multi-institutional partnership to investigate sex di failure and death with exercise during myocarditis could save lives by symptom checking and contact tracing surveys. According to July 22 information from the Centers for Disease Control to health departments, Following good physical distancing protocols remains one of the most...